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01EG Bank Website
UI DESIGN (2016)

The Egyptian Gulf Bank was rebranded in early 2016 with Matter Branding. As a 
part of the team, I was responsible for creating the UI for their website and online 
banking Platform, as well as their online ads. This included creating a system of elements
that is easy to adapt in-house.





Sumerge Software Solutions is an Egyptian company founded in 2005, 
specializes in developing, customizing and integrating innovative software 
solutions and services for large enterprises. The main challenge was to 
re-introduce sumerge as an already established and renowned brand that is now 
entering the international field after its huge local success. In order to do that, I 
opted for an identity that clearly communicated the brand’s pride in their 
innovation, boldness and continued success. With a brand that relies heavily on 
computing, I borrowed cues of duality from their digital language and 
incorporated it visually with tensegrity, along with a strong word mark that 
respresents their strength in the field. The functionality and flexibility of the 
tensegrity elements allowed for its visual translation across all touch points and 
communications with colors that are powerful and bold.

02Sumerge
BRAND IDENTITY (2016)



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed 
do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna 
aliqua. Utad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullam-
co laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

www.sumerge.com
Cairo, Egypt.



03Wadi Degla Clubs
BRAND IDENTITY (2015)

As a subsidiary of Wadi Degla Holding, Wadi Degla Clubs’ revamp had to 
maintain elements from its mother brand’s identity, yet transport that into the 
medium of sports with all its underlying attributes. WD Clubs is a brand that 
communicates with its audience frequently, and through a wide medium of touch 
points. Therefore, it had to follow the main grid, maintain consistency with the 
rest of WD developments, yet remain memorable on its own. This was achieved 
through a strong identity that borrows cues from the mother brand, but 
translated into the sports language through the use of a strong emblem with 
vibrant & energetic colors.





04Agora
UI/UX Design (2018)

Agora is an AR-powered e-learning app devoted to using applied, hands-on 
learning to present a curriculum, supported by a gamified platform. In this 
project, my role was primarily as a UX designer; to plan research, to lay out the 
foundations for interactions and the flow of each lesson as well as the overall app 
and give recommendations to the look and feel.
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05Adidas Hackathon
AR APPLICATION (2018)
Amsterdam Third Place Winner

This is an AR-based shopping experience with social aspects. It is a browsing 
method where the user is able to preview the shoes on their own feet, and when 
they buy or preorder it – gain digital assets that can be showed off on various 
social platforms through filters such as Instagram, Snapchat, etc. As a part of the 
Adidream team, I worked on the idea/concept and created an inVision prototype 
of the idea. I also created 3D shoes to be used in the AR prototype, and the 
presentation visuals.



I5923- RUNNER PRIDE SHOES
FTWR WHITE  94,95

DAMES / SCHOENEN
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FTWR WHITE  94,95

DAMES / SCHOENEN
(1.058 Producten)
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(1.058 Producten)



06TimeCapp
UI REVAMP (2015)
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TimeCapp gives the users the ability to create posts at any point in the timeline, 
some of which can be locked until a certain amount of time has passed. Users 
can go exploring through the timeline of the app to hunt for posts or set goals for 
themselves. The client has requested that all the features of the app stay intact, so 
the challenge was to give the app a significant facelift not just through the UI, but 
also through revamping the brand itself and how the users engaged with the app 
and generated content within  it.



ICONS



Attentionware is a representation of the constant barrage of the noise from our 
devices, bringing out this pervasive side of technology by giving it an organic 
form and a human sound. It tries to get the passerby to interact with it, even 
changing colour with their touch. To go a step further, the modules are aware of 
each other: becoming jealous when the user interacts with one other than itself 
and trying to persuade them further to leave it and interact with it instead. I 
created the design and phsyical surface and worked on the code for the 
modules’ states among a team.

07Attentionware
INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION (2018)



PROCESS & CONTENTS
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08Americana So Fresh
RETOUCHING & COMPOSITING (2015)

Retouching photos and compositing scenes for Americana’s So Fresh club 
sandwich line. I created the scenes starting from cutting images to lighting and 
typography according to Americana’s packaging brand manual.
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09SODIC Eastown Parks
BRAND IDENTITY (2016)

I created the brand identity and editorial style for Sodic’s Eastown Parks, an 
affordable residential compound surrounded by shopping and lifestyle facilities.




